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Social Network easily and quickly 
disseminate information!





BUT	  THE	  STAKES	  ARE	  TOO	  HIGH	  



















PROBLEM STATEMENT

Spread information in a 
social network without 
revealing user’s opinion 
about it. 

Spread information in a 
social network without 
revealing user’s opinion 
about it. 

Plausible Deniability



MOTIVATION

•  Using pseudonyms & different IP address

•  Cryptographic techniques: “anonylike”

[1] Wulf et. al

[2] Alvis et. al

Randomized Response Techniques[3] Quercia et. al



RRT

•  Increase the validity of responses.

•  Tell responder to lie with plie.

 Roll a die and lie whenever it shows 1 or 2
 Plie = 1/3


•  Accurate estimations of only aggregate results can be 

extracted. 

•  Individual’s answers are always plausible deniable. 



NOTION

•  Ask user her opinion
•  Lie with probability plie = δ/δ+λ
•  If the answer is yes, repost it with (λ+δ)/s 

Flip a coin and change (or not) 
the user’s original opinion. 



ALGORITHM

§  Local Algorithm

§  Graph G = (V,E), with |V| = n nodes.

§  Global parameters δ < 1 and λ > 1

Local Client

like

dislike

Repost

¬Repost

OSN



•  Dissemination Algorithm

•  User’s opinion about an item is concealed

•  “Popular” items spread more

•  “Unpopular” items spread less



OBJECTIVES

•  Dissemination Algorithm

•  User’s opinion about an item is concealed

•  “Popular” items spread more

•  “Unpopular” items spread less





•  User’s Opinion

•  Upper Bound on the number of user’s followers*

•  Global parameters δ and λ

Riposte



RIPOSTE
§  if u likes the item

if s ≥ λ+δ,

if 0 < s < λ+δ;

§  if u does not like the item

rlike(s) :=
λ
s

1− δ(s−δ)
λs

"

#
$

%
$

rdislike(s) := δ s if s > 0

s: followers of user u who haven’t received the item yet



u1	  

u3	  

u2	  

✅

✅

❌



DISSEMINATION

Fraction of users receiving 
an item should reflect the 
users’ overall opinion on the 
item .   

•  Information liked by a large fraction of users should 
be received by a lot of users. 

•  Less interesting information should be received by 
lesser people. 



Popularity of an item


•  pt : Popularity of an item

•  Probability that u likes t à pt

•  Independent of other user’s opinion about t


      pt is the expected fraction of users that like t




POPULARITY THRESHOLD : p*

If s ≥ λ+δ,

Probability for Riposte to 
repost, when u likes an item 
with probability p, if s>0

p.rlike(s) + (1-p)rdislike(s)

p.(λ/s) + (1-p)(δ/s)

If s is the number of followers 
of u who have not received the 
item yet, the expected number 
of new users that learn the 
item from u 

p.λ + (1-p).δ

•  p* is the probability p for which the expected number of 
new users to learn the item u is 1.

•  p* is the probability p for which the expected number of 
new users to learn the item from u is 1 . 

•  p* =	   1−δ
λ −δ



•  pt > p*  à Popular  & pt < p*  à Unpopular

•  p* is fixed according to the values of λ & δ

POPULAR AND UNPOPULAR ITEMS



BOUNDS ON DISSEMINATION


•  Intuition : When p < p*, the expected number of new users 

receiving the news after each step is < 1.

•  Unpopular item disseminate to at most a constant factor 
larger than the users exposed to it 

  initially.



Unpopular Items

•  Intuition : When p < p*, the expected number of new users 

receiving the news after each step is < 1.

•  Unpopular item disseminate to at most a constant factor 
larger than the users exposed to it 

  initially.

Ø  Popularity of the item
Ø  Parameters λ and δ



Unpopular Items



Riposte guarantees that an item with 
popularity p < p* starting from any set 
S of users is received by an expected 
total of at most |S|/β users; �
       �
        β = (p* - p)(λ-δ)



BOUNDS ON DISSEMINATION

•  Intuition : When p > p*, the expected number of new users 
receiving the news after each step is > 1.

•  Popular items spread to at least some constant fraction of 
the network with constant or high probability depending on 
S[1].

Popular Items

S is the number of users who receive the items initially.
Constant if |S| is close to average degree and large if |S| is log n  times larger than the avg. degree



Dissemination
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RIPOSTE – PROPERTIES

•  Plausible Deniability

•  Differential Privacy



RIPOSTE – PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY


•  Intuition

•  User’s action of reposting (or not) does not reflect user’s 
true opinion.

•  Randomness of the algorithm is responsible for user’s 
action. 

 
•  Example: Let λ=3 and δ=.75 and s = 6

The probability to repost an item if a user likes it under 
Riposte is λ/s = 3/6 = .5, where as without using Riposte, a 
user will repost it with probability 1. 



QUANTIFICATION : DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

For all neighboring databases x and x’ 

 Pr[A(x) є Q] ≤ eε Pr[A(x’) є Q] 

Algorithm A is ε-differentially private if changing 
exactly one of it’s inputs changes the distribution 
of the output by at most an eε factor.



DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Riposte is ε-differentially private,ε= ln(λ/δ) 

•  If user reposts an information if and only if she likes it  

à λ = max. degree, δ = 0 : NO PRIVACY

•  λ=δ à probability of reposting doesn’t depend on user’s 

opinion : PERFECT PRIVACY

•    rlike(s) ≤ (λ/δ).rdislike(s)

•      1 – rdislike(s)  ≤ (λ/δ).(1- rlike(s) )




•  Local Dissemination Algorithm.

•  Bounded Dissemination reflects users’ opinion.

•  Equips a user with Plausible Deniability.

•  Quantified in terms of Differential Privacy. 

CONCLUSION


